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Visionary Excitability and George Eliot:
~rUdt?D"-1'1ythic

1',la',-r"ativE' T€'!!c::hniqu(~ in .Q§Il1§L_.Q.i@:C2n~1§

Barbara Stufflebeem
HClnc,rs Thesis
April 21, 1986

Readers of

Q~ni~!_Q~LQntl~

have long noted the tension in the novel
lish" hal\ies, and understandably

so.

Not only are the lives of Gwendolen and Deronda lived separately for

much of the novel, but Gwendolen's carefully drawn
Iy with the aIr of myth and pr

contrasts s

and destiny_

discovery of his heri

Critics, following Leavis

Gwendolen's, an unbelievable moral fai
cha"cacters.

logical portrait

Ie peopled with flat

But if we consider the novel, and the Deronda story

especially, as constructed with an awareness of a characteristically
Judaic narrative

Ie we can see both as resonant with each other,
Eliot·s effort to i

if not

new ideas into the novel by

means of the "Jewish" plot may not be an entirely successful one perhaps,
as some do that Deronda"s story is unnecessary

but it is wrong to
and unlikely dead wei
p

logical

t

because it is not marked

Ie as Gwendolen·s.

less diSjointed than some have

the same kind o"f

Instead, the key to seeing the two as
t

IS

to recognize that in order to

write about the search for a new life and a better world, Eliot is
experimenting with a new fictive mode, based on an entirely different
tradition of narrative, one better suited to her JUdaic theme.
unrewarding to judge

Q~ni~!_Q~LQntl~

In what ways the novel

IS

we will find that truth in

It i·s

with a set of standards drawn almost

rooted in the unique narrative world of the Jew,
Q~ni~!_Q~LQntl~

is the province of the

imagination, and that the system of moral imperatives Eliot constructs is
intimately wound with the fictive vision that many have found
unpalatable.

This

Ie of active vision, that at times appears to draw

2.

events along in resonance with it, is the

to a new perspective on the

widely perceived disjunction between the two plots, and since an
understanding of it tends to redefine for the reader what in the novel
truly real,

it may help to counter

unlikeliness of plot in

is

of woodenness of character and

Deronda~s

Since Eliot has created in Deronda a man increasingly under the sway
of vision or fiction as he moves ever further into the world of the Jew,
it seems clear that to examine the novel as discourse on conscience and
moral identity would require first a look at the distinctively Judaic
t-world Deronda comes to inhabit which in turn
understanding of the rest of the book.

L4e mi

Deronda as a moral exemplar in a
than as a flat and priggish ci
to this compositional s

t

our

then see Eliot using

ic and visionary mode rather
As if Eliot wished to draw attention

Ie, artists in the novel,

intuitively aware of this connection, and ri

t-thinking characters like

Mordecai have not a little of the artist in them.
this connection between story and sancti

like Klesmer, seem

So c

ive

1':::;

that visions or fictions seem

to stand in the place of God to the characters in the novel.

df::!mand

awareness and prompt action, with tragic results for those who hesitate.
Finally, we can focus on Gwendolen and to what
enhanced

her

our understanding of mythic vision in Daniel Deronda.
with his visionary capacities and

find that she is tragically out of
thus with the moral world of the novel.
only indulges in unrealistic fantasy,
prophetic signs

mi

It would seem that Gwendolen not

like Rosamund Vincy, but ignores the

t have warned her of the consequences of taking

the wrong narrative course.

We will add to her list of errors an

to fictive dictates.

As Eliot herself points out in
deprived of its land must

and elsewhere, a nation

on its

L

and character has been strongly marked
and i

__ '.

UUUK.

And indeed, Jewish history

its literature.

Text reading

etation lies at the very heart of Judaism as a religious and

cultural tradition.

It can be said that the character of the Jewish

people as a whole has been formed
hermeneutic

centuries of close critical and

with their texts, which created an understanding of

the intimate connections between hi

and narrative that is unique and

has contributed greatly to the Jew's vision of himself in soci
The primary text for any Jew is, of course, Torah.

The current

critical interest in the Bible as literature has demonstrated that to
treat the Bible as religious object only, or as cultural artifact,

is

miss the powerful presence of historical narrative that the Jew has always
known.

Old Testament narratives, written and redacted over the course of

centuries, are explicative texts, explicitly composed with their ends in
View, often working from an older fr

of poetry or folklore.

Th

the product of so many authors, the text itself is remarkably consistent,
with later editorial additions often taking care to use as much as
possible a similar

Ie and diction so as to violate the work's integrity

as little as possible.

This argues for a people for whom the text was

central, even in the first millenium BeE.
1 imagery, naming, and

It is a work filled with

lay; many of the

cycles relate to

others, using similar images and ideas in order to evoke associations with
the their subject matter or add to Dr comment on it.

The picture we get

is of a national epic, time counted in human lives, and the whole
punctuated with dream, vision, the miraculous, and punctuated
presence of God.

In its composition and content, God

s

the real
in narrative

and in the history of a people.
Later rabbinic authorities of the classical period continued composing
and living

narrative histories.

Midrashim, or illustrative homiletical

tales, were written after the Torah had been canonized,

in

order to address perceived gaps in the texts.
text about which there seemed some doubt, or that had provoked a dispute
An example, one of a s

ing rlumber:

"On that
God created Adam, He f"".shioned Adam in the image DoOr God;
Male and Female he created them. (Gen. 5:1-2)
Said Rabbi Jeremiah,
When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the first person, He created
it
, for it says "Male and Female he created him",
Rabbi
Samuel Ben Nahman added:When the Holy One created Adam, he created him
with two faces, i.e., as two forms joined at the back.
Later he split
them, giving each one its own back.
Indeed, the hebrew can be read in that way,

languages with no written

vowels being open to all sorts of interesting i

et<B.t ions of th i s

here is identifiably that of Old Testament

sort.

narrative, with its air of the unknowable and extraordinary intentions of
God being expressed

what seems to the reader outri

t fable.

x and linguistic inversions, God is seen as doubly-sexed,
and human sexuali

is recast as the rejoining of the sundered.

these were received, and are still received

Hasids and other hi

orthodox Jews as revealed facts, on the following principle.
Torah was divine,

it could have no flaw.

Bt.tt

Si nce thf?

Therefore, any observable gap ln

the text had an explanation, one which if discovered

the observant Jew

would provide more meaning for Israel.
Midrashim had the same status as Torah, and were in fact called "Oral
But even the previous reverential attitude
toward text was gone one better
~'\ji

thout

the t=:abb is.

It came to be believed

ion, that not only were both divine but that

their current form

~~fQC~

creation, that the reason the narratives within

the original resembled human existence was because God used it as a
blueprint for his earth.

other things, this made Torah

simultaneously recorded hi

and fulfilled prophecy.

midrashim

Eventually

doubt that Torah in all forms was

that

coexistant with God, a kind of dei

in itself.

Midrash making became the

process of discovering what was already there, what had always been
The Bible itself became a treasure hunt, and it was said that when
a particularly difficult interpretation had finally been
cl

his hands with deli

upon, God

t and said, "t'1y ch i ldren ha.ve defeated me 1 "

Torah and midrash were credited with healing power, stories were told
of Rabbis who had healed with the brilliance of their reasoning.
could also imperil the soul, many a discussion came with warnings that the
ic could be ca

for the impure or inexperienced midrashist.

what had been with each new i

etation,

came to

even what was, and the textual discovery and debate could bring the
midrashist or his hearers into a state of union with God.
endowed with ontological significance, with the power of active agents to
make things be.

The ontological description is not an idle one

this world so permeated
become irrelevent.

for in

textual vision, time and ordinary causality

Narrative histories that we would dismiss as mere

fable are perceived of by the Jew as in some sense more real than what he
':::;ees around him
This perception of self, his
iII

EliDt:rs

no means extinct

The work of Elie Wiesel and others carries on the

tradition even now.
conduits to hi

and narrative was

Fictions for the Jew are not works of art, but
reali

For Eliot, the Jew was largely defined

his

distinctive history.

It is this connection between fictivi

that characterizes the world of

R~ni~l_R~cQn~~.

seems to refer to this paradox in her epigr
addresses questions of fictivi

Indeed, Eliot herself
to

in texts and in the real world in its

discussion of the connections betifJeen "ScieI1ce" and "make-believe",
reality and art, and time.
certainly,

in the sense that it is a created world.

Yet fiction is also

an instrument of the novel"s theme, an active agent, drawing the events
along in resonance with itself, as in Torah.
novel that real
narrative,

Eliot seems to insist in the

life has a relation to art, especially the art of

in a way that is more than the novelist·s traditional task of

translating "life into art."
allusions to Jewish hi

Though the work abounds in echoes of and
and Old Testament narratives, she is not using

these in an allegorical manner. The

point of resonance is the

:i.c

11ing described above, one which has significance for the

of s:.tor

morally illustrative tale she g:i.ves us.

in and again, events

narratively forecast come to pass in a way that is ironic, bizarre, or
that comments on Eliot"s more devel
us, the end of the s
midrash.

dictates its

She inverts time for
inning as it does in Torah and

In the novel"s most significant and most striking moments,

the

end of the story intrudes itself upon the action in a pr
quite out of

ing with Eliot"s usual mode of careful devel

cil.

I

sequence.
In

R~ni~l_R§CQD~~

imagination and artistry, fiction and vision, are

keys to events, and the worlds of reali
are in the epigr
EI iot has

and vision are allied as they

ter 1, and in mythic or arch
in other work that artistic or visionary expression is

far superior to the insipidi

to imply that to be in resonance with one's personal pr

vision and

not to struggle against it is a signifier of moral superiori
in the novel its.el·f.

than

ae t i

than Eliot using biblical

lism to discuss Jews.

C~l"l

a.nd more

Because Eliot's

subject is the forging of national and personal identity and vision, the
form of the visions thE'mselves do not "stand for" anything.
not

lic in that sense.

Tt-~e

I1Ct···./81

is

Rather it evokes a world of connections

between fictive vision and immediate reali

These connections can

explain seeming oddities in her story, temporal inversion for example, and

of moral requisites.

This is most clearly seen in Daniel's own

s

Deronda is the bri

, the key, between the ancient and the modeln,

Jew and Gentile, he defines the moral world for us, he is Mordecai's
chosen, qualified to be and to communicate the Jew,
his destiny.

- , .I., things
him cl.l.

engages in the process of

, both

the sense that

often and because the reader must

j

always use hIm as gauge to ri

in the novel and in

t actiorl.

..!-L

But Deronda is more

_M_

1.,1 l d l !

_

cl

static repository for the novel's conception of ethics.
his admirable nature is in some way the result of his Judaism, and there
is no doubt that his status as a Jew is characterized
t also suspect that
sometimes uncomfortable sense of fictivi
straining the reader's creduli

ic vision.

is this very thing about him, the
in

lc)"n, sc.rfletirnes

that underlies the whole moral pattern

Our assurance for this is Deronda himself.

(,\J:i. th

,:~

view of the novel that includes an understanding of good as allied with
mythic vision, we can see that it is when Deronda permits his story to
take its own course that he is rewarded with knowledge and joy.
famed passivi

is less a paral

submission to moral and

ic flaw than an unconsciously wise

ic necessity.

This becomes clear as we examine his character, for
ins his associations with Jews (other Jews)

first

drawn into vision.
him (ch

Thus his

it is when he

that he

ins to be

The moment at which his own story intrudes itself upon

17) finds him rowing. skullcap and beard fitting him to find his

Hebraic destiny_

we should be expecting a

this point in his s

miraculous visitation, for Deronda has become a species of vessel, waiting
to be filled.

That we should have expected some

event is perhaps

ic significant

j

ting it strongly, for up to this juncture we have been
The establishment of

treated to Eliot's more usual character devel
his shrinking nature and good
delicacy and authentici

have been established with great

j

Still, there is the question of his parentage,

and its uncertainty establishes a temporal gap for the reader that cannot
help but provoke speculation.

His

is unknown, his future in doubt
ion, and in this moment on the

due to his unwillingness to choose a
river he seems quite literally to exist in a
visionary capaci

seems not

al vacuum.

His

operative, for imaginative speculations

about his origins have not been satisfactory, and he has given them up in
favor of a

truth, that Sir

is his father.

rary formulation leaves much unexplained, and as

Still, even that
to parallel

this situation, his nature, his character, forms itself around this lack
until his characteristic indecision is formed.

Into this void is poured

Mirah and all that she calls up, represents, and introduces him to--the

q
inning of his search for his own Judaism.
for us when
~",iithout

SkLt

Eliot furnishes the scene

she describes his resemblance to a Titian,

doubt)

li

even .....
filS

his disinclination to things "merely
s the yarmulke

llcap

(a Biblical scene,

discovery of his

He is the

and all

'-

.

IllS

ling, awaiting the
rea 1 i 's tic a 1 I Y

history has looked forward to this moment.
But this is not the static

lism of the fair

2-.1e hero.

has been formed around a textual, even an

person2-.1 i

al

His waiting itself may be the

of emptiness and fulfillment.
clLte to t-iis

His
ic
e'st

We are reminded of the anecdotal view of the Jew as he

who is forever waiting, for the Messiah most memorably, but also for a
better and more felicitous turn of events.

Always something comes to fill

the waiting, some action or demand, a burning bush within which is the
presence of God.

We know for the Jew this vision was and is no purely

lic thing, and neither is it for Deronda.
reaches out to pull him in.

His story literally

We note that after his first si

away from her, but turns in response to the powerful
image she

to him and moves with the current back to her.

ICI

just

one of many such scenes in the novel, the flow of water seems to herald
the demands of vision.

Here Eliot is clearly using the JUdaic narrative
t

the novel, to establish a double meaning

Mirah is his perfect mate, for she is clearly in tune with fictive
truth.
that

When he takes Mirah to the

ick's, we are hardly astonished

have just finished a novel and are wishing for a miraculous

appearance when Mirah and Deronda arrive.

J.n, the story

reading, concerning aid to the afflicted who fi

creates a narrative gap to be filled.

Her first words to them have

startlingly Biblical sonorance as well. When she says "1 am a stranger.

I

'{ou mi
diction recalls instead
father was a wandering

"I am a stranger in a

At this moment of prescient significance, Mirah's words
Bec2,use the

resonate with the major themes of the novel.
IC,

literary, artistic people (we have just seen what sort they
decorate and so forth)

are, how tastefully

are concerned the story henceforward,

are sure she is a

are right.

Jewess rather than a bad one, and

ta,

icks a'ce

like Catherine Arrowpoint·s

is on wheels and will go of itself.

Queen Budoor and Prince

Camaralzaman will overcome whatever obstacles lie In their way, since both
are now firmly enmeshed in this imaginal web.
Mirah's arrival contains

another story, and it is in her account

of her life that we see another strong association between the moral and
fictive structure of the novel.

Her tale of abduction and betrayal at

the hands of her father veers between lurid morality play, or cautionary
-rabIe, and

strai

tforward circumstantial narrative.

she had the opportuni

t·Je note that

tel be both "an'del" and "queen", at the hand'S o'f a

corrupt nobleman, she rejected it as wrong,

leading us to suspect that she

means both the wrong thing to do and the wrong resolution

~o

her tale, for

she is no Esther to bed with a king for her father"s sake.
her story she too was waiting for her emptiness to be filled, Ruth in the
It is no accident that as she stood by the water her whole
life recounted itself before her eyes, for it creates a
pau'se desi

h

for the entrance of a rescuer.

She considers also the

l\

of her people, and tries to fit her suicide into a proper

hi

esis, o<f

narrative framework, further echoing the Judaic sense of
and personal narrative.

dynamic, between hi

We may find an illustrative comparison in the account of Jacob's
s

Ie V"Ji th the

ious ni

t-visitor

the river in the book of

Genesis, and his accompanying vision of a conduit between earth and
hea\/en.
his

That moment in his history, so full of significance for the
of the Jews (it is his children who will make the nation, if he

lives), narratively makes its point

pointing back to Jacob's sense of

guilt at cheating his father and brother and forward to his
at meeting Esau, whom he has not seen since the crime.
ive

It hi

,J.y,
,

logically of his torment, and midrashists have pointed

out with surprising acui

that it is really himself and his own history

with which he struggles, and with the destiny he cannot escape.
he could not live any other story than the one chosen for him,

BecaU~5e

it was

aftei- this that .Jacob irJas "I-enamed ISi-a-el, !!God-l·Jrestler".
It is this kind of torment that Mirah undergoes by the river, as she
s

les

her father,

crimes against her, and the
This IS not to say that Eliot

deathly power of the hi

Jacob, only that it is this characteristically
cultural weaving of personal with collective
history that saves the scene from static

lism, for

it is in the

lling that we find the most meaning.

manner ()f the

Hence, it is to some
The

inning of his association with Jews is also

the beginning of his discovery of purpose; both Judaism and the first
inklings of his moral mandate are established in fictive terms
is this very fictivi

that assures the reader that the

It

12.

taking, however hesitantly, is the correct one.
ending.

answer to a prayer and a

She is a real example of the

for Deronda and for us, for while he only waited, she
waited with faith
the

He rescues her in response to the demands of

he appears when he does because it is right that he should

do so, and because if he does not, the necessary meetings will not
take place, completing the moral and ethical whole.

Thr

t

the

novel, faith seems to have both religious and narrative
When characters are true to visionary demands,
her faith had wavered as she stood

are then closest to God.

the water, it was renewed when Deronda
answered and the ri
events.

t way found whenever fictivity takes a hand in

Providence wields a pen in

In this sense Mirah and her brother Mordecai function as a kind
of condui t

tel the coincidental

is always inseparable from the sense of the
in the novel, these two things

constitute the st

moral and ethical framework in the novel.
character as described

ic force for action

In terms of Mirah's own

Eliot, this is almost certainly because she

possesses unusual intuitive or visionary capacities.
of, or insensible to, this intuitional

carefully who seems
'fict i ve \/is ion.
drably

Consider the interview with Deronda which

with Mirah's appreciation for the joys of home life
icks,

jOys she missed after her father took her from her

mother and brother.

Deronda's remarking that he also had no

1 faini Iy reminiscences, t-1il-ah 'repl ies,
wish you had had every

"

This is said

"l'·.!o? .. I

v~ish

Eliot to be

Yi)U had.

I

J?

" ..• uttered with a serious ardor as if they had been part of a

"

1i

of memory,

(p
~~Ji

at

522) =

With this significant association of history,

th

conversation goes on

ick's joining in, on the subject of
IS

ness in general, with

on Deronda and Mirah. As we mi

t

have

expected, the subject is framed mythically.
In this scene Mirah's assessment of the
that it must be true because it is so beautiful.
in the face of some

e.f the Buddha is
She sticks to this

joshing from Mab, and reminds us

that during her exile the strongly felt presence of her mother
a vision of such importance that it not only made her squalid life
bearable but sustained and fed her developing religious faith.

The

presence of the vision of "the most beautiful and best thing", even
if it is not fleshed out in one"s surroundings, comprises the only
reali

worth having, a moral reali

In Mirah"s case, the

vIsIonary presence enabled her to retain her
naivete,

in ways that seem on the face of it to be impossible.

the kindly 1'1I-S.

ick, ever willing to believe the best about

anyone, had her doubts when she heard Mirah"s story.

The reader also

may find her innocence in the face of corruption difficult to
believe, until

it is demonstrated in the text.

At that point there

seems to be little to do but accept that Mirah has the
i"ll the

to serine

as told, her mother must have been real,

real because she was beautiful and good.
differs greatly from the

lish novelistic tradition.

precisely this visionary cast that
Deronda seems to be in tune with this,

It is

ic when he says this function is,
i ma.ge of
~523)

WI

~~Jhat

Tho

is

"

ing every'

Deronda seems to think this function is relegated only

to the life of the m nd,

in Eliot·s novel

t

is literally true--the

visionary can transmute one not only from bad to good but from Vienna
to London, and most significantly, from foundling to Jew.

The tale

of the Buddha seems to have real power also, as the girls compare
Deronda to the saint/dei

seem to bind him conscientiously to

his throwing of himself to the

Gwendolen who in turn is

brooding over b§£ conscience.
Mordecai's is another visionary character, and per
lly evocative of events than Mirah"s.
is on Mordecai's certai
Judaism turns.

It would appear that

that the whole question of Deronda's

In his characteristic and passionate waiting there is

simply no room for doubt that Deronda is a Jew.

Eliot seems to have

turned her authorial function over to Mordecai as he waits for his
emptiness to be filled in some of the most seeping passages in the

Mordecai is a visionary i

the intellectual and political sense,

certainly, but he also shares in Mirah"s emotional and intuitive
capaci

quali

After the coming

ing him as pr

and seer, as magician even.
lings Dr foundlings

the

ins his circuitous path to discovering Mirah's
brother, the elusive Ezra Cohen, and drifts with the current to him
c!.s

he had

learn (hardly to our surprise) that
t so constantly i'll ima.ges" that the dividing

line between known and divinated disappears, that his thinking

15

resembles dreaming in this sense (p. 530).
facul

So powerful is this

that he expects not just a being to answer his

but a Being.

need,

Over the years his envisioning of this Being had

clarified to a beautiful
refinement of bearing

Who but Deronda?

So powerfully is this

process described that the reader cannot but half believe that
Mordecai invented

And this intuition can be true in the sense

that he possesses actively
this

~'Jhen

ing mythic vision.

she says that Mordecai's is a "visionary

EI iot hints a.t
'.L
L·'·
E!)-;Cl"aul.i.l

" (p •

572), combining the rational and emotional in such
least see the future,

at

" ••• an emotional intellect may have absorbed

into its passionate vision of possibilities some truth of what will
it is only the astonishing detail of Mordecai"s

be •.• " •

precognition that gives us the sense that he is the real author of
Daniel"s existence.

In any case, in his envisioning he appears to

have mirrored exactly the composition of midrash, the revision of
past and future reali

in Ii

t of present need.

Deronda's arrival by boat is another of the novel's moments in
which time is inverted, the end of the

Ithe

inning of the

sabbath, reinforcing our sense that this too is a moment of destiny,
a place out of time.
the passing on of knowl

ic arrival heralds the

inning of

the progress toward the moment,

just

before Deronda sails for Genoa, when Mordecai can say that Deronda
Daniel's
miraculous appearance is in response to the demanding fictive
'necessi

for revelations, revelations having less to do with Genoa

than It-Ji th Sinai.

Here we may pause and argue for some deliberate referencing on
Eliot"s part.

We know that she was familiar with midrashim, for she

has Mordecai use one to illustrate Mirah's
(p

m

8{):3

j

tt

It

is

love 'for Deronda

Ie that she would have been familiar with one

t-i il:=.1
of the most famous of all, that states that when Moses received ..............

law on Sinai the souls of all Jews, the entire nation of Israel
present and future, were

•••• _ _ ..I.•
tJ,,;...i.~ L·

!,

to witness the gift of the most

I binding text of all, the Covenant.

If so, she would have

ive passage immediately before his discovery of his
This being the case, it but remains to Eliot and her
..........I this host so that he may

Ir'J 1 .....

Daniel"s more immediate portion

revelation comes

of Leonora, and also after a period of waiting fr
significance for Deronda and the novel.
waits and looks out his window, ever

the

1- _ "_ ..J __

I Ie\! IU:::;

t v-Ji th

Eliot tells us that as he
ing seems to gather personal

meaning, and relate to himself and his s

reminding us of the

manner in which fictive vision itself imbues his history with
mea.ni 'e.g .
Leonora may be as disappointing to the reader as she is to
Deronda, for she seems at first in no way in sympathy with the strain
of active vision that she

xically seems to have set in motion.

We may be surprised when we compare her with other artists who are,
Klesmer for example, or those who are
icks and Catherine Arrowpoint.
Certainly her first words to Deronda on the subject of her

_

~_..L

ct. I

....

to do with the number of men who followed her from city to ci
she seems to have been as egotistically i

ient with even Sir

havE'!
and

~s

adoration as Gwendolen was with Rex·s.

Like Gwendolen, she

twice marries from fear rather than love, and says she cannot love,
and is thus overwhelmingly out of step with Deronda and company.
seems a kind of awful echo of Klesmer's
are valued for their beau

She

t for actresses who

alone, rather than their artistry.

be

iven for her heartlessness and mi

be seen as an aid to the fulfillment of vision, as she clearly seems
to have been the instrument of the fates

means of her giving over

of herself entirely to fictivity in several senses.

It mi

t be

his intuitive sensitivity from her, and thus
fits him for the soci
the novel.

of other artists Dr appreciators of art in

His status as the son of a famous actress rather

landed peer, say, places him even more firmly in the visionary and
ethical realm inhabited
hersel'f •

the Klesmers, the

In addition, her status as artist provides a fictive basis

for her decision to give her son up to Sir Hugo.
For the giving up of her son
after all.

t..-H thout a

marked

a,n

lishman was a necessity
uncertai

his distinctive personali
sensibili

, Daniel could not

, a stilly waiting

that allows him to recognize the course of vision when it

One may feel that she could well congratulate herself for
having seen the ri

t course better than her father.

Deronda's impression that his reveries of a mother
seemed more real than this woman.

We are immediately reminded of

Mirah's vision of her mother and all that it meant to her, how real
Still, Deronda's grieved comparisons of this scene
with his imaginative projections of a welcoming maternal presence are

1&

natural.
personal desire rather than the seeking out of true visions,

the other hand, Leonora, connected to the
er introduction,

ic fates

h

Eliot's

is a figure of much

the gr- ip of fictive demand,

tells Den::onda,

the force elf \l'Jhat her father ct:llled "ri

"

•

1

.l..

l"

seemed

Judaism, that caused her
tness and fiction are

to relent and call him to her.

allied in this all-important scene, as Deronda is freed to seek what
mi

t

not improperly be called his fate.

to the overwhelming personali

As a kind of fatidic knell

, Leonora says that as she lies

.:

'1

1

.i. J. J. ,

all but the early events of her life, her marriage and the
iating of her son, fade from her.
Daniel's selective vision as

h~

This clearly reflects

waited to see her, and is

another

ic omen of the fulfilled vision.
This is entirely appropriate, as those events are all that is
i mpol- tant to the

I fictive deities in

Ortce

more we have the sense of some brooding force outside the action as
we learn that Kalonymos, after one si
and upon learning his name,

t of Deronda in the synagogue

aided Leonora with seemingly full
i ng ha.d been
What can this mean but that

fateful stories are wafted to the necessary ears
that the

i rlky

so

ends may be written?
she tried to obstruct the path of vision, and is still
~·je

it, for faith and fictive vision are allied.

canno t doub t

When the task needed to

be done she had the faith, albeit unknowing faith, and now we are
sure that Deronda"s sense of unreali
his)

Her story

I

_ ._. -i

;", ctllU

truer than his nostalgia

Leonora seems to sense the significance of
have told you
gli::~d

)fDLt

hen?,

since I have made you

i

this is just

are

done, what purpose she served from the beginning.
him glad by revealing his heri
to the interview did that.
this novel, she did so
infant.

"But I shall

~"hat

she

She did not make

to him, his experiences previous

Paradoxically and characteristically for
releasing him to his fate when he was an

freed Deronda to complete his story, thus

serving as a vehicle of vision.
t be seen as a frustrated, and even fri
spectre of failed vision.

tening,

Her life certainly seems arid

ted and the abili

to IDve undevel

:0

l.Il-Ji

th

She has locked

herself away from the springs of joy open to Deronda and his friends.
In her grand and ruined figure we mi

t catch an echo of another who

vision, Gwendolen Harleth.

suffers from failed or faul

Our

examinatiDn of Deronda and his fictive mode will add another
dimensiDn to the "

lish half" Df the mYv'el" fcq- Eliot hel,s recast

her egoist as being so in part
that she ignores and represses.

reason of a capaci
We will find that her story has many

parallels to Deronda"s, hers is a fictively painted, doubly defined
of mDral character linked to imaginal characterization as
~'~e I I

.

Yet at every turn it is clear that her connections to vision

are of a disturbingly

ive kind, and suffer the distorting

effects of an ego that seems to wish to grasp whatever power of

}.o

ficti\!i

is within reach and twist it.

Vet this wish is frustrated,

and eventually it is the kind of vision that permeates Deronda's
world that pulls her into its current.
From the first we are treated to Gwendolen's version of fictive
characterization.

Having just read the prophetic epigr

to the

ter, we are spectators of a scene at the gaming tables in
Leubronn as Gwendolen, all unknown to herself Dr the reader,

loses

her last funds and in that same moment, has her last taste of the
s

to

lish

~';/hich

she is accustomed.

l-Je ar'e clearly

an audience to the play at the tables, and to a play in a larger
sense as

~"\Ie

11 .

The scene is described with the careful attention to

detail of the

drama, so that nothing may be lost on us.

Tl"le

faces around the gaming table are described in dramatic terms, as the
behiT'ld his

bored

child stationed as a masquerading advertisement on the platform of an
Eliot's observation that each face is
masked in

ivism,

the artificially hei

lifeless in its mono

of effort, associates

tened dramatic elements of the scene with moral

decay, Dr "trle small drama of persc.na,l desi'res" he condemns so
later interview with
and of every age are represented, so that it appears almost the world
Here we are treated to Deronda"s vision of the young
I

at the tables, a woman whose

daring,

both of these seem superseded

is only matched
her vanit'"y' and

are treated to some
she notices Deronda's attention, we see that she is vain indeed.
level of fict onal framing of persons and events thus seems

The
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simple, it amounts to no more than that,

in this hi

and decorative setting, Gwendolen sees herself and is seen as a
dramatic and striking figure.
Yet this drama is also a real one, in more ways than the reader
__

..L._~

__

Deronda clearly senses

dt- t.·LJI: :::;;.

of the figures there, and pities the

purposelessness and
beautiful Gwendolen.

She, for her part, is no less aware of the

dramatic properties of the moment, but to less purpose.

Here Eliot

shows us clearly to what extent Gwendolen"s egotism is based on a
fictive mode of behavior.

Her concern in this introduc

with how she appears to others, especially Deronda, rather
than with what she is doing and its possible consequences.
This is the reader"s first intimation of the degree to which
Gwendolen's behavior is tied up with fictional

images and

For her, the reality of a present or

herself

future

But what distinguishes this fictive reality from Mirah's is

its individual egotism.

At the tables, she is concerned only to

seem as striking in defeat as she looked in victory.
is only as the reader looks back to this scene that it becomes
apparent that at this moment Deronda has just met Mirah and been
clothed
the

visionary possibilities.

She, on the other hand,.

lel-s is continually "masked" iT1 negative vision,

like

~·Jith

disastrous consequences; Gwendolen"s dramatic, essentially fictional
pose is clearly at odds with the reali

of the situation, the

current of spiritual vision that Deronda's watching presence

When the story moves back in time to Gwendolen"s arrival with her
mother and sisters at Offendene, we see that this fictive proclivity
is characteristic of her, and Eliot very

t I Y uses o\!ert]. y

iinages, framing devices or diction

d1SCUS'S

i,\

'r __ ._.

.!..

H.1. lllt.t"::::- t·

her first act at Offendene is to pose as Saint Cecilia, at the piano
and before a mirror, and bringing the household to a standstill in
may witness her pose.

order that

We can see that Gwendolen

insists that others be her audience, for she needs continual applause
to make her effects.

Yet it is clear that she truly cares nothing

for her audience, and in this too she is in conflict with true or
real vision, for there is always the sense with Deronda of a
collectivity of all Jews, and even all persons possessing or in tune
with imaginative vision.

In contrast, Gwendolen perceives of others

as fitting or not fitting their roles in life according to her whim.
She often engages in the making real of her own visions in light of
desire,

like the midrashist, and she has been ceded the power

to make these characterizations real.
When asked to help with the family finances to the extent of
teaching her sisters,

in order to save the expense of tutors or

better for her to be ignorant, mamma:
~'\je

II

( p. 58).

it

1S

her role, she would do

::.

ing mamma rebukes her for her
it is hard to call

things
places.".

their ri

them in their proper

We see first of all that Gwendolen can indeed condemn her

sister to ignorance if she chooses, but further that Gwendolen seems
to have a confused notion of where a social role ends and reality

.f••

J.. t·

2
seems to imply more

her use of the french word, role,

our modern usage,

meant

than is

in reference to social roles and

role-modeling.
When this statement is coupled with the one immediately following
which implies that this assessment of Alice is real, she seems to
this word the making real,

mean

dramatic conception of the self.

in

lie and private

of a

If Alice is truly as untalented as

Gwendolen believes, there is no use trying to educate her

The

to resolving this situation is to fabricate a suitable
characterization for her.

This characterization would serve not only

to provide poor Alice with a place in life, but would remove an
onerous duty from Gwendolen.
be solved

The ordinary difficulties of life may

means of a recourse to fictivi

to content herself with the creditable

Thus, were Alice only
ion of herself as an

ignorant girl, and do it in a suitably winsome way, all would be

It is an astounding statement, one that reveals to what extent
Gwendolen believes that one's place in soci
upon the abili
suited.

to carry off a role for which one is well

Clearly, Eliot is saying more here than that Gwendolen is

an early example of that

monster, the narcissist, for

narcissistic she surely is,
For Gwendolen,

the reali
herself.

it is not a simple narcissism.

life is not just a matter of

or even making a

reali

one's place in life,

appearance.

have become one.

ing up appearances,

For Gwendolen the appearance and

Gwendolen is the sum of her visions of

The inverted, even perverted resemblance to vision and
in Deronda's s

Paradoxically,

is clear.
Gwendolen incurs the first of many

2

disastrous events

means of perceiving of herself as an actress in

a private drama, Eliot, by presenting her two main characters to us
in the same way points to a narrative reali

The tableau at the

gaming tables introduces the idea of social reality as a matter of
roles, or parts, and
reader.

exposure to her confirms this for the

We will find that Gwendolen has lots of company in

envisioning her fictive self, as wife for example,
ways. Eliot seems to

in unrealistic

that part of the negative aspect of

privilege is a wholesale participation in negatively fictive vision
that distances one from what is genuine.

She seems to point to a

social-satirical portrait of what it is that Deronda's fulfilled
visions will need to combat,

indifference and outright cruel

The

two kinds of vision in the novel seem to be inverse relation to each
other, for the more Gwendolen indulges in

lose fictivi

the

less we admire her.
Vet each time we are

to this element of vain authorship on

Gwendolen"s part, Eliot includes another level of fictive comment
that seems always to relate to the eventual outcome of her true
drama.

When Gwendolen poses as Saint Cecilia upon her arrival at

Offendene (p.55), we can clearly see a commentary on Gwendolen's
moral character,

ions of sancti

will violate most completely

(which if she ever had she

marrying Grandcourt), her artistry

(which is nonexistent, as we see in her interactions with Klesmer),
and her status as mar
Grandcourt)

(which she will be after her marriage to

In the same way that Gwendolen does not see the

difference between the role and the reali

as regards Alice, she

cannot see that her pose will also become the reality.
sense, even

she"s wrong (her behavior should

In some

and ethics) she"s

be better grounded i"ll reali

ri

t

(she h.:3.s

chosen the perfect figure to stand for her and what will eventually
happen to hEH-).

It would appear that imaginative Gwendolen has some

visionary capacity at least, for she has told herself and us a true
lie.

There is some indication of the presence of active,

ing

Yet Gwendolen appears not to sense the significance of
her poses.

are static and infinitely malleable,

we note the bloodless and bodiless discussion of what nose is
appropriate for what character, as
canonized for her appearance.

Saint Cecilia were

TI-'!is is in

discussions on art and literature at the

icks.

It would seem that

when discussing her role in life, or another"s, she can approach the
Deronda-like connection between image and reality, seems to partially
intuit it, but she lacks the element of visionary faith.

She sees

and she does not see, and thus Gwendolen has more in common with
Lamia than a sinuous form.
and replace her eyes at will

Zeus granted Lamia the abili
(

what use this was to her I have

not been able

- , , the indications we have had of Gwendolen"s stunted

dJ..L

but occasionally

I openness to fictive vision,

it is not until

she arranges for an amateur theatrical that we see true vision
forcing itself upon her and the unmistakable indications that
Gwendolen"s trouble is more than petty selfishness.
1n the past, she 1S looking for a way to appear to her best
but the term "tableau" is ()ddl'Y api-opoS.

This is

the best example of Gwendolen"s unremitting efforts to freeze a
vision, to control her fiction, so that it will suit her notions of

what is desi able and
for her story.
Winter"s Tale"

and as such serves as a kind of keynote

In this case, Hermione from Sh

fi:?'S "The

(another story of lost children and hidden ident

provides Gwendolen with the opportuni

to display her fine instep In

a situation that requires no effort from her, and certainly no
artistry or imagination.

It is

another in a long line of efforts

to freeze a moment in time, and arrange to live forever, statuelike,
in a series of pleasant scenes in which she is the center of
The frozenness of her pose seems to us an ugly par
the kind of timelessness that envelops Deronda and Mirah at the
moment when their fictive

The contrast IS so strong

that when the enigmatic panel flies open, the effect is thus less the
ious intruding on the ordinary, than the real erupting into the
fictitiC)LtS:-D

The dead face staring

d and the fleeing figure can be no

others than the brutal Grandcourt, and Gwendolen herself. At this
point the story appears to be telling itself backward, with the end
forecast from the

inning.

Had the painting simply been on the

the author but unnoticed by the characters, we
rn i

t have understood it as a more conventional foreshadowing.

the painting literally

itself forward, demanding notice.

narrative device has become an event to be accounted for,

But:
A

to be

Gwendolen's unreasoning terror points to a
level of fictive reali

T'

,rle

, that of the end of her story and her

less with terror before the painting

<
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points back to her pose as Saint Cecilia, when she panel was first
di

~5CDVered

a

Certainly her bloodless face would make a better

at the moment that she first apprehends

ation of the mar

Indeed, Gwendolen's story in its entirety does remind us
of the lives of the saints, with its elements of wrong r

, and the sinner led to the .1.1
portents, of fictive and

t.

We are suddenly in a world of awful

olic visitations.

ious power of which we have seen before,

seem strong evidence that she could,
world of fictive faith.

for

if she would,

1S

join in Deronda's

She is not utterly evil, and the

narrative appear to deem her not unwor

allied

Df

of guidence or warning.

Klesmer appears understand the presence of forceful fictivity,

in

hi-::; assessment of the scene as a "magnificent bit o-f plastik"(p.92).

see.

He seems intuitively aware of the distinction between

Gwendolen's inferior play-acting, and the real artistic or visionary
power of the scene before him, and the significance of it.
to see some outside force

operating here, a fictive power affecting

He is certainly aware that Gwendolen is no artist and that
the panel flying open was not part of her plan.

y\S·t he is qui te

genuine in his appreciation of the scene as it occurred.
he uses the word twice, once to Gwendolen in its sense of

usage of the term is literally startled out of him as the trembling
girl is led away, and his hearer is the ever-sensitive Miss
He seems to know something we do not know, to be in tune
with a different strain of vision.

Indeed, Klesmer's visions of the real and not real as
relate to art are so

that he

ately seeking a way out of life as a governess, that
be a "I-e,::,l I

mi
the s

e

,

_L..

·:;::;;.lie

she could not present the artistic reali

on

mi

vision is beyond her, and

is strongly

in the novel tha.t

artistic or visionary expression 1S far superior to the insipidity of
It is as if the artist is in tune with something
ic, with a view of time and events that is
both the

inning and the end.

like, encompassing

He can be seen as associated with

Mordecai in his role as seer, as pr

for the novel's fictive

Klesmer cannot be sa1d to be as truly prescient as is
Mordecai, in his own life he seems a true author of events,
particularly in the scenes surrounding his engagement.

He seems to

understand as an artist what Mordecai understands as a Jew, that
to the ri

tness of vision, present action must

be in tune with future resolutions.

His presence, along with

Deronda's, also demonstrates the

ee to which active vision in the

th to Eliot's social satire of the philistinism of the
1i

st-~

It

His interactions with Bult, Catherine's unwelcome suitor,

make clear that he believes artistry to have a real effect on the
s his
visionary power.
his

We find it difficult not to suppose that some of

are Eliot·s, thinly disguised under a comic accent and

appearance.
Faithless Gwendolen, on the other hand,
lesson--to be sorry she ever married.

is learning an opposite

Her growing discontent with

her marriage and c

ing interest in Deronda are reflected In

than the true vision which brings JOY.

In the series of discussions

with Deronda, on which she grows increasingly

ent as her misery

grows, there are continuous and ever clearer hints that Gwendolen has
in the v sionary or

and thus cannot benefit

what warnings she receives.
Tellingly, Gwendolen had been used in the past to think of others
as "like stale bc.oks"(p. 4·85).

This flatness of vision is clearly

growing sense of abandonment
envisioning of her future.

prs\iiCtLl."5

static

Indeed, that her visionary capacities are

dead seems her whole trouble.

We notice here that her interest in

Deronda is still only an interest of novel
to come.

_ . _ ....1

cUJU

the enlivening touch is

But as before she seems to have frustrating fits and

starts of insight,

"I

'~Jish

he could

kno~'J

my telling him", she adds immediately afterward.

ing about me without
Indeed, as we have

seen, his being able to do so would be the best sign of health we
could wish for her or anyone else in the novel.
is the sign of moral health,
priest augers well.

terious knowledge

his status with her as a kind of

We see that in this scene she is again with a

mirror, as she often is, but rather than flatly mirroring the admired
and admiring Gwendolen the image has softened into a companion,
suggesting that Gwendolen has

words only but by

her narrow world a little.

im~giD~d_f~£i§",

(emphasis mine).

Her

conscience has entered a new current, a different vision than the one
she has heretofore
however, as in their

She is inclined to backsliding

3

conversation about the lost sheep.
':says Deronda the
{lot real"; she 'eep 1 ies

She seems tone-deaf

cues, she must see that the realest of the real

IS

.f•. _

t·t.)

the right

fictive in

Deronda's role in regard to her after her marriage becomes that
of instructor in realities.

In their first interview after the party

at which she rashly wears the

ise necklace as a bracelet,

(pp. 505-510), Deronda makes it clear that it

once more associating image and moral reali

1S

the "small di-cuTla" cd:'

He e}(plicitl'/

identifies her false imagination as the trouble with her, and advises
e!l or

developing a sense of communi
the emc.tional intellectual

Most solemnly he advises that she use her fear to guard her against
further transgressions.

This fear can only remind the reader of her

seemingly irrational fears earlier, as at the tableau.

IrJe see that

in effect Deronda is urging her to use the only connection to true
her

~;jhich

vision that may avert evil.

_1- __ _

LiicU

with the transforming

Her willingness to do this seems to

imbue her with the first voluntary use of positively prescient vision

Deronda, for his part, characteristically senses
the consequences of Gwendolen's weakness, and significantly in light
of what we know about currents and vision, feels like a bound man
watching her drown.
LtIldercllt

Grandcourt·s scurrilous

31
implications that Deronda is

ing Mirah as a mistress,

by real effort and renewal of faith,

followed

IS

in Deronda and his visions for

her.
to her, ominously, along

"

~'Jith

like the frozen faces

seeiT1S

Yet it is a mask that she sees

gaming tcd:Jle
She

i

T1S

._ .l..
.:;:\ t••_

to

have insight into the ugly envisionings of Grandcourt,

foresee."(p.651), and rushes to Mirah"s house to assure herself of
the charge's untruth.

This lack of willingness to open herself to

the healing capacities of foreknowl

in, in this scene it is "fclith" Eliot

has much yet to learn.
she lacks, the abili

is our sign that Gwendolen
say~s

to distinguish between true and untrue

vision.
After her husband's studied insult in sending the u

able

Lush to intimate that he was aware before their marriage of the exact
state of her knowl

about Mrs. Glasher, she

ins to

sho~">j

heartening signs of carrying a truer faith into a kind of exile.
Part of this renewed resolve is her likely vision of herself as a
ised woman should she leave her husband, and the
realization that she has no ri
once made (p.666

t

to quit her unpleasant bargain,

She seems to be using her envisioning abilities

positively now, for we could imagine an
imagining herself a

iOLls and

of a scandalous separation.

ant GV,Jendo len
t-after figure,

in the event

Her more realistic picture is grounds

on the one hand, yet dishearteningly her moment of
empathy with Mrs. Glasher heralds a new realm of visionary and

3

threatening portents of her husband's death.
Gwendolen"s growing homicidal impulses are checked in their
tion of her interview with
Ironically and appropriately, she will not see him again
until Grandcourt is dead.

At this juncture, Eliot seems to imply

that he also has prescience of a sort, truly negative fictivity, for
he seems to be able to read her mind on occasion. It seems a
t

on his own death or her increasingly effective

envisioning killed

Certainly his

pulled

a~\)ay

the tidE!

both fulfills the dreadful promise of the plastik in her tableau.
Gwendolen's healing consists of her gradually bringing her own
vision of her life, flat and flawed,

into line with Deronda"s.

IncreaSingly she comes to believe in truth that it would be better
with her because she had known him.

Still, it seems strongly implied

that this is not

to make her like Mirah, Mordecai or Deronda.

She is still dwarfed

his vision, as she had felt dwarfed by open

spaces in nightmares.

That it will be better with her 1S still

self-centered vision, and her last communication is full of doubt as
to her usefulness to others. a doubt the reader may well share.
the other hand,

On

there is no doubt that Gwendolen was the focus of a

truly overpowering and malevolent fictive force, which she surely
invited.

It can be h

that she can reverse the polarity.

all, by the time of Deronda's last revelation to her, the fact of his
i

ing marriage, she could

in to accept the notion that through

letters he could be to her what Mirah"s mother, or Mordecai's awaited
Being, had been to them--the unrealized yet truly real presence of

3
is admittedly a sometimes confusing work, since
Eliot seems to suggest that inasmuch as narrative reflects
ing certain narrative principles.

may be seen as
not the case that a

thic view of the novel dissolves all

conflict between the two worlds of the novel, but Eliot"s first
tei- ep i gr aph
the

.___ i

i

t:.!'d. J.

EtTOJd

e~n-"'·i

that she sees no easy distinction between
i s i Li':ned ,

the imaginative and the eenp i rica I .

Both

interact in a way that presents the supernatural intruding on the
mundane, the ordinary resolutions of life

ing a hi

law, a

As such it is a novel with much to say to us about
the imaginative capaci

of men and women, and how it may be used to

kill or heal, as with the wise midrashists.

ing causal laws and one operating in the
realm of f

It is wrong for Leavis to suggest that were

Deronda"s character

to his priestly function, Daniel Deronda

would be a better work.
pilgrim's progress.

Indeed, Daniel and Gwendolen's s
There is too much evidence to suggest

that Gwendolen is part of the novel's fictive ontology with all its
paradox and air of I

that binds Deronda himself, and that her

refusal to recognize or place any confidence in it is a clear key to
her moral blindness.

Her narrowness of vision consists of more than

selfish insistence on her own way, coupled with a dawning willingness
Her defects are more complex than a wish to see herself
admired, and her cure more difficult than developing the ability to
see another's point of view.

She must always be seen in Deronda"s
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t, and since he must be seen as the fulfi

ler of an imaginative

destiny, part of the resolution to her dilemma lies in her not only
learning to believe as he does, but to become part of the same strain
of compelling vision.

In the same way, Deronda is more than

Gwendolen's angelic confessor.

Indeed, without the paradoxical and

fictive elements of his history, Gwendolen's moral progress would
lose much of its evocative power, for her devel
points to and is

;:~t

every

against Deronda's status as partici

j

in

active vision, rather than simply as the possessor of a
heart ..
In this manner, Eliot appears to be manipulating the reader"s
inning Gwendolen and

expectations of events over time.
that

Deronda seem locked into a

must fulfill ..

Th i s seemS',

to be in strong contrast to her otherwise realistic style,

in which

moral choices have a predictable effect on persons and events.

Yet

to her first chapter addresses this contrast between
what can be rationally expected and what seems mysteriously fated ..
As she points out,

literature too has power over us, and is but

another way to order experience.
time as

Science treats time and events 1n

they were a series of discrete entities ..

In this

view, the past may become more intelligible in view of intervening
events, but these are viewed as meani
the result of causation.

I only insofar as

other formulations are seen as

serendipitous coincidences, and we smile when we call them

II

ic

Art, however, treats time as a unified thing, with past
and future presented as interconnected, as in lived experience.
Literary critics, for example, have always read the

inning Df a

novel with full knowl

of its resolution, and adjusted their

evaluations accordingly.

More importantly, in poetic literature of

all kinds,

and contracts.,

time

This perception of

to human events.
human experience,

and slows,
al elasticity

that Eliot belongs
, both of whom were

human

in

ically acti 've

in response
IS

common to

the centur"'y'

in the effort to root
1

healirlg

.I.

.

Ism.

Hence, compositionally Eliot·s moral drama is not simply a serIes of
discrete moments or accreting decisions, but is significant in those
nUlflinous
The

fflOm€~'nts

"outside of time'!

~'\!hich

punctuate ordinai-y j-eality.

al gaps and inversions in Deronda's story stand as strong

commentary on Gwendolen"s diseased versions of them.
Evaluating the novel as containing a Judaic thought-world and
compositional style reveals that Eliot, as usual,

is remarkably

accurate in her facts and her perceptions of the Jewish historical
and visionary identity, and its applications to the wider spectrum of
human personal and political experience.

We may find some historical

justification for the form of the novel as well, and not only that
having to do with Eliot"s well-known concern with imaginative
national identities, or her distaste for anti-semitism.
the 18th and 19th centuries was, as we can see in Eliot"s writing,
something of a new presence in European cities.

oleon's path was

to walls, such was his dedication to assimilation.
His policy of emanci
hei

tened the visibili

ion and citizenship for Jews greatly
of Jews in Europe.

The Jew was still,

however, a nation within a nation and the easier contact with Jews in
Eliot·s

land had done little more than

the average Briton

with an impenetrable
and that placed a hi

In the age that spawned modern science
premium on reason and progress,

it could be

observed that black-robed persons could be seen on the streets who
had little or no inclination to enli
the Gentile wish to be enli

tened.

ten the Gentile, even should
In truth it was quite literally

an ancient world intruding on the modern one, and in some sense the
novel's problematic structure displays just this

novel that the Jew inhabited in

pattern.

The

land, and it is ironic to note

that it has raised much the same kind of suspicion.

